
Chapter 3

Prices

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) roseby 10.6 percent in 1996, slightly in ' *

excess of the inlfationtafgetof810percent^which the government had ,:.

set for the year, and 2.5 percentage points higher thanthe rise in*l 995.The .

surge in inlfation was the result of the increasein the gap,between demand .■.

andGDPdue toslower, economic growth;onthe onehand,andx>ftheirse f
in the government deficit and the low rate of unemployment^on the other. 

Inlfation differed greatly between the;two h^^^

June inlfation as measured by the CPIwas significantly,above the target, A
at about 14 percent per year, while GDP, prices1 rosesby> 16 pecrent. In, r
JulyDecember inlfationfell!below,,the;tafgef range, as ;"aresult of tight J :

monetary, policy and theslower increase in1 demand:the,CPLrose at anV
annual rateof 7 percent,andtherise iri GDP prices;slowedyJoiari;annual ''C

rateof 4 percent. The indices of underlying inlfation deriyed from the p,

CPI, housing prices, and estimatesofinlfationexpectations'obtained from k
the capital market which at the end of the year declined(to the lower Ji*

limitofthe inlfationtargetall paintasimilar picture: Asan annual average, .'"

theCPL rose by 11.3percent, relfecting aninlfation envirdnrhent of 912 "'■'

percent for the fifthconsecutive year.^ { ,'^ / }t \, ,,. / "! ,, _.:.. *'. ■:; .11

1. MAIN DEVELOPMENTS

Since 1992 the average annual rise in most main price indices has been within a

narrow range of between 9 and 12 percent, with relatively small yearly deviations
from their 199296 averages (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1). This consistency is the most
notable featureof pirces in the last few years. This is especially stirking in lightof the
structural changes in Israel's economy duirng this peirod led by the addition to the
work forceof the immigrants who arrived in the inlfux from the former Soviet Union
and the dramatic fall in unemploymentas well as the changes in fiscal and monetary
policy which accompanied them. This inlfation environment is significantly higher
than that in advanced economies.

The main price indices
in Israel have risen by
an average of between
9 and 12 percent
annually since 1992.
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Table 3.1
Indicatorsofthe Inlfation Environment, 199296

(annual rate of change, percent(
Standard
deviation

Average
19929619961995199419931992Price indices

During the year

2.110.810.68.114.511.29.4CPP

Annual average

1.111.311.310.012.411.011.9CPI
1.111.411.29.212.311.512.1GDP deflatorb

Domestic use of
1.011.19.810.212.410.511.7resources11

1.19.810.29.38.79.011.9
CPI excluding fruit,
vegetables, housing

1.19.18.610.77.98.210.1Wholesale prices

1.89.59.96.68.110.211.7
Businesssector
product15

a The index referred to in the anual inflation target set by the government.
b Implicit price index.
SOURCE: Central Bureau of Statistics.

The CPI rose by
10.6percentinl 996,
slightly exceeding

the upper limit of the
inflation target range.

In contrast with the inflation environment, which is expressed in termsof the average
irse of vairous pirce indices, the annual inflation targets set by the government are
defined by one index only the endofyear CPI. According to this definition, too,
average inflation since 1992 has been about 11 percent, but its annual rate of change
has fluctuated more widely.
The CPI rose by 10.6 percent duirng 1996, slightly above the upper limit of the

inflation target (810 percent), but within the inflation environment of the last few
years. The increase was 2.5 percentage points more than in 1995, but in termsof the
annual average the irse 11.3 percent was the same as the averageof the five years
from 1992. Other customary indicesof inflation also rose slightly faster than in 1995,
though remaining on average on the same inflation plateau, so that their slight
acceleration should be seen as a normal annual fluctuation around a stable average. Thus,
although the relatively low inflation rate of 1995 was not maintained in 1996, nor was the
inflation target fully achieved, the deviation from it was minimal, and inflation was kept
within the range which has characteirzed Israel's economy in the last ifve years. The
deviation is small in view of several factors which exetred upward pressure on pirces in
1996, namely, steep pirce increases in the last quarter of 1995, expansionary fiscal policy,
the exceptionally large budget deifcit, and almost full employment for mostof the year.
Moreover, antiinflationary policy succeeded in reducing the rateof pirce increases in the
second halfofthe year to a level compatible with the 1997 inlfation target. The inflation
environment is still considerably higher than in advanced countires, however.
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, Figure 3.1
Rateof Change ofCPI, 199296

0/o A. In last 12 months (monthly data(

jii:^■ 3^"; ^,jr ,\ 992aSiv'rj^V1 993 ■!;^ r:~ H994 ■T^.v^s■ f^y996/;

95a ;96;

The most notable aspect of pirces in 1996 was the accelerationin.the rateof pirce
increases in JanuaryMay and the sudden trend change in the middle of the year
(Table 3.2). In the first six months most of the main pirce indices rose faster than in
the second half of 1995, considerably exceeding the 1996 inflation target: pirces of
GDP andof domestic useof resources rose by between 14 and 16 percent in January
June, and the CPI went up by 14 percent (annual rates). In JulyDecember the trend
reversed, as stated, and the irse in the indices was below the lower rate of the target

In the first half of the
year inflation was
above the upper limit of
the target range, and in
the second half was
below its lower limit.
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Table 3.2
RatesofPrice Changes, 199596

)annual terms, percent(

periodDuringAverage

1996199519961995

JulDecJanJunJulDecJanJunJulDecJanJunJanJun JulDec

Price index

6.614.011.05.09.713.38.88.1CPI
7.013.08.49.89.911.49.19.1Core CPI a

4.022.017.29.29.021.212.710.7Housing
6.410.28.66.87.99.88.76.8Tradables
6.917.312.84.310.715.58.99.1Nontradables
4.216.08.48.88.014.39.06.9GDP
9.29.511.12.010.711.16.95.3Businesssector product

Domestic use of
4.413.86.210.06.711.79.47.7resources

Underlying inflation
followed a path similar

to thatofthe CPI.

a CPI excluding housing, fruit and vegetables, clothing and footwear, and goods whose prices are controlled by the
government.

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.

inlfation range. This was most pronounced in housing, domestic resource use, and
the nontradable goods component of the CPI.
Indicators of underlying inlfation1 followed a path similar to that of the CPI. The

CPI excluding fruit and vegetables, housing, clothing and footwear, and items whose
prices are governmentcontrolled rose by more than one percentage point in five of
the first six months of the year and by an annual 13 percent in JanuaryJune. In
contrast, each monthly increase in the second half ofthe year was less than one percent,
so that for this period the index rose at an annual rate of only 7 percent. The rate of
increase of other, implicit, indices (Table 3.A.lb) also moderated considerably in
JulyDecember, and for the year as a whole they rose at rates within half a percentage
point of that of the CPI.
The steep price increasesof the first six months of 1996 were a continuationof the

accelerated inlfation which had started in the last quarter of 1995. The main causes of
this were fiscal expansion, relfected by an inlfated budget deifcit as early as the first
monthsof the year; the reductionof real interest on the Bankof Israel's sources from

Many factors caused
prices to accelerate

at the beginning
of the year.

' These indicators are generally based on changes in the CPI excluding items with high
interyear variance, in patricular housing, and fruit and vegetables. In the course of the year,
clothing and footwear and items whose prices are governmentcontrolled are also excluded
due to their highly seasonal nature (see Box3.1,p.75 in last year's editionofthis publication(.
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its high level at the beginning of 1995, due to the delay in interest hikes following
the rise in inflation expectations; greater economic uncertainty as the elections
approached; and exchangerate movements in the first half of 1996an average
annual rate of depreciation of 9.2 percent against the dollar and 4.9 percent against
the currency basket. The steep price rises may also have constituted a delayed reaction
to the rapid expansionof the money supply in the second and third quarters of 1995.
In the absence of fiscal discipline (i.e., as the deficit target was not adhered to)

despite the surge in inflation, the onus of taking the corrective steps required to
achieve the inflation target devolved upon monetary policy. As in 1995, this policy
continued to be based on a high interest rate relative to the norm of previous years,
and close monitoring of both the growth rate of the money supply and inflation
expectations. However, in 1996 the Bankof Israel refrained almost completely from
intervening in foreigncurrency trading as long as the exchange rate stayed within
the crawling band. Monetary policy caused the money supply to increase more slowly,
i.e., by only 12 percent in 1996, and was also reflected by slower average
depreciationat a rate below that derived from the crawling band, while the exchange
rate was very volatile. The persistent tight monetary policy reversed the upward
trend of inflation and inflation expectations evident in JanuaryMay, and towards
the end of the year brought them both back into the target range. The slowdown in
the rate of nominal depreciation and the decline in inflation expectations were the
main channels through which monetary policy affected prices in the second half of
the year. Price trends were also affected by the general economic slowdown in that
period, particularly in the last quarter.
Twelvemonth inflation expectations as derived from the capital market were

also very volatile during the year, rising from a level of about 11 percent in
OctoberDecember 1995 and JanuaryFebruary 1996 to an annual 14 percent in
March, April, and May. In June, following an interestrate hike in April and another
in May, the upward trend in expectations halted, and in July, in the wake of
another, exceptional, increase in interest, the trend reversed, and expectations
started falling rapidly, almost monotonically, till the endof the year. In December
expectations fell below 10 percent and, for the first time in the year, came within
the target inflation range.

Prices of foreign trade, both imports and exports, declined in dollar terms, but this
was not reflected in the prices of tradables, which continued irsing at close to the
average longterm rate prevailing since 1992. Domestic prices of private consumer
tradables apparently only partly reflected the pirce deirved from foreigntrade pirces
and the movement of the exchange rate. On the supply side, fuel prices rose
considerably in 1996, while pirces of imported intermediates declined markedly.

Monetary policy was
implemented via raising
the interest rate, and
nonintervention in the
foreignexchange mar
ket as long as the exch
ange rate was within the
crawling band.

Inflation expectations
rose from the third
quarter of 1995, and
fell from June 1996.
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2. DETERMINANTS OF PRICES

Domestic demand

Excess demand
remained high, provid

ing the impetus for
accelerated price rises,

particularly
of nontradables.

Although the rate of increase of domestic use of resources which serves as an
indicatorof the change in demand for GDP slowed to 5.2 percent, 2.5 percentage
points below the 1995 rate, the lower rate of GDP growth entirely offset the
slowdown (the reasons for this are given in Chapter 2). Excess demand thus
remained high, providing the impetus for accelerated general price increases,
particularly of nontradables.
During the year excess demand moved in line with pirce developments: thus, in

JanuaryJune domestic resource use expanded at an annual rate 2 percentage points
higher than GDP, while in JulyDecember the gap between them shrank to one
percentage point (Table 3.3). Muchof the slowdown in the rate of price increases in

the last quarter may be attirbuted to the 9 percent decline in domestic useofresources
in that peirod.

Prices of tradables

Prices of tradables rose
by more than the rate
derived from foreign
trade prices and the

exchange rate.

In 1996 the average dollar pircesof importsfor pirvate consumption fell by 3.6 percent,
and the average NIS/dollar exchange rate rose by 6 percent. Hence, the implicit local
currency pirces of these imports increased by an average of 1.9 percent. In contrast,
pirces of tradables in the CPI rose by an average 9 percent, i.e., 7 percentage points
more than the irse deirved from foreigntrade prices. As there is no evidence of
exceptional increases in pircesof the nontradable components oftradable goods, pirces
ofpirvate consumer tradables may have been costed not according to actual changes
in the exchange rate, as in the previous two years, but on the basis of an exchange
rate path based on the assumption of higher depreciation which placed the
exchange rate close to themidpointof the band. Be that as it may, the link between
foreigntrade prices and the prices of tradables derived from the CPI seems to
have weakened.
The gap between the annual riseof the price indexof tradables in the CPI and that

of import and export prices reached 4 percentage points in 1996, causing a significant
change in the real rate of appreciation derived from these indices. A compairson of
the indices of prices of tradable and nontradable goods in the CPI suggests real
appreciationof about 3 percent, similar to that in 1995. On the other hand, a compairson
of import/export prices with GDP pirces indicates more significant real appreciation,
67 percent, in 1996 (see Chapter 2(.
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The government is
obliged to reduce the

budget deficit.

Monetary policy sets
interest at a level
intended to aid in

attaining the inflation
target.

Policy factors

In the last few years, as partof the process of determining the objectivesof economic
policy, towards the endof the year the government has announced a target for the rate
of increase ofthe CPI for the next calendar year. The target serves as a reference point
for policymakers, and its announcement is intended to stabilize inflation expectations
close to it, thereby making it more attainable. Monetary and fiscal policy play amajor
role in success or failure in attaining the target.

On the fiscal side, the law obliges the government constantly to reduce the
domestic budget deficit as a share of GDP, in order to moderate domestic demand
and ease upward pressure on prices. The government also committed itself to
continuing with a series ofmeasures to moderate price rises in specific sectors
selling land for construction at a rate appropriate to housing needs, and proceeding
with the policy of exposing Israel's economy to competing imports.
The Bank of Israel uses four main policy channels to attain the inflation target:

controlling the rate of increase of the money supply; affecting the rate at which
localcurrency prices of tradables rise, via the nominal exchange rate; reducing
inflation expectations to within the annual inflation target range; and lowering
the growth rate of excess domestic demand. To attain these objectives the Bank
bases its policy on two principles. The first is determining an interestrate policy
appropriate to the development of the inflation environment and inflation

Table 3.4
Inlfation Targets and the ExchangeRate Band, 199197

(rate of change duirng the year, percent(

Actual irsebandExchangeratebtargetInflation
Exchange

ratebCPI
Width
of band

Slope Realign
(percent) ment

Targeta
(percent(

Date
announcedFor

14.99.4±59 3Up to 1415Dec. 19911992
8.011.2±58 310Nov. 19921993
5.414.5±56 28Jul. 19931994
5.88.1+76811Sep. 19941995
3.010.6±76 0.8810Oct. 19951996

±76For 1997: 710
For 2001: the
average OECD
inflation rate

Dec. 19961997

Rise in CPI.a

Against currency basket.b

Source: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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expectations, and the degree of their compatibility with the inflation target, in
line with changes in the monetary aggregates and real economic activity. The
second is keeping the exchange rate against the currency basket within a declared,
clearly defined crawling band, the slope of which is determined in accordance
with the inflation target (Table 3.4(.

Box 3.1: Government Decision No. 1127of 27:12.1996 Regarding Inlfation
Targets ']\'' 7*" ~\^"f'f 'f'f""l"^" y'\ ': '[f;/ T/
Inflation targets: " ": ', ■" ■: y :. '\י ~r .1 'i 1 i :" I .: 1,\

/י ' ' \ ^ ' / $ ג ' X 'k  ■ ": ; ~' </ '5* ~' f~ ^ . !

It is decided that: י ,י  ;.. / .7 י. 'יי )■■ \\ י\ \ י; נ .":*,,
a. The government notes the decisionof the'Minisetrof Finance reached ;," t/

after consultations with the PirmeMinister and( the Governor oftheBank 5 ,

of Israel, that the inflationtargetfor 1997 is 71Q percent, and that the rv

target for 2001 will bethenorm in OECD(the Organization for Economic;",
Cooperation and Development) countires.:^1,.^vv}._...; .;'. .;,. } .,t,

b. The target for 1998 will,be determined by the, middleof4997. In the;i,
. following years the target will be set in a similar manner, so that it will,
serve as the government' s working premisein detenrdning the following:;

, year's budget framework and target,as well as monetary policy. . :, .u ■

c. It is in this context that all the main targets of economic policyon which1
the proposed 1997 budget focuses shouldbe viewed: ., ./. .> :■ ■! v
i) reducing the currentaccount deficit;> ■:.<;r.<;.:.. j,y : "'['■1
ii) creating the conditionsto enable continued stable economicgrowth; 5 |

iii) reducing the rateof inflation;:v■ ^ "' 6 'V'::} > !; " l ■4 .; j

iv) absorbing immigrants. ■i~y"■ ■■"<■■■ r/"?■ .■:'*V'';|"f ■ I ■ */ :■ "f <"j

The explanatory notes submitted bytheMinister'pfFinance attached to ihzl* 1

proposal state: < . 'r *'r' :'r'^'."^""^7''if r"y!y''\:.■^ !';:' ^ !; "■'■'!

"As is customary in many:OECD cduhtries, in the last few years thes i

government has set a specific target for ■the annual rateof inflation^thereby'' 

. indicating its intentions andpoiicy?in thislsphereViy*s generally accepted thatV" ]

reducing iirflatioirhas positive implications fpr all'ecohomic policy objectives. I !

The 1997. target reflects the goverhrrieirt's policyof coristahtly ^reducing . j

t rJ\ ¥>\inflation, and its continuedlongteirir objective ofbirnging inflation down by
the year 2601 to the norm in OECD couirtires (aii ayerage;of4.5percent) ."5. \
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Fiscal policy in
1 996 contributed to
increased upward

pressure on prices.

The budget deficit was
4.7 percent of GDP.

Deviations from
the target deficit

harm the credibility
of inflation targets.

Fiscal policy
Fiscal policy affects prices in the short term as well as the longterm rate of inflation.
In the long run, the size of the public debt, the total budget deficit, and the way both
are financed are the main factors determining the rate of inflation. In the short term,
the rate of price increases is determined largely by the level of publicsector
expenditure, which is a major componentof aggregate demand, and by the deficit. In
addition, the size of the budget and the extent of deviations from it play a major role
in shaping inflation expectations, thus indirectly influencing actual price changes.
Hence the vital need in Israel's case of maintaining the budget deficit on a downward
path in order gradually to reduce the longterm inflation rate. Hence, too, the need to
cut publicsector expenditure and adhere to the budget, in order to reduce the excess
demand which has characterized Israel's economy in the last two years, and to lower
inflation expectations.
In 1996 fiscal policy helped even less than in 1995 to achieve the inflation

target, actually contributing to the upward pressure on prices. The reduction of
the share of direct taxes in GDP increased disposable income by 1.6 percentage
points of GDP, contributing to the rise in investment and private consumption.
Publicsector domestic consumption increased by 3.6 percent in real terms, the
average wage per employee post in the public sector rose by about 13 percent,
following large increases in 1994 and 1995, and the number of publicsector
employees grew by about 3 percent.
The domestic budget deficit (cash basis) surged from 3.2 percent of GDP in

1995 to 4.7 percent in 1996. This gives rise to serious concern, as it is the second
successive year in which the government has not achieved the budget deficit set
by law. This second deviation may indicate the government's low level of
commitment to meeting its inflation target, and make it more difficult for these
targets to affect inflation expectations. If the budget deficit (as a proportion of
GDP) does not rapidly revert to its planned downward path, it will be very difficult
to attain the inflation target for the year 2001.
In contrast to 1995, the policy regarding prices of goods controlled or

supervised by the government did not help to achieve the inflation target in 1996,
and these prices rose by 12 percent in 1996 compared with 8.5 percent in 1995
incorporating a riseof 11.5 percent in prices of controlled goods and 12.8 percent
in those of supervised goods. Furthermore, in housing, the Israel Lands
Administration did not increase the level of sales, and land for only 36,000
apartments was sold similar to the quantity in 1995 and below the generally
accepted estimate of the rate of increase of housing demand.
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Monetary policy
Monetary policy in 1996 continued to aim at achieving the inlfation target, as it had
in 1995, by means of a relatively high nominal rate of interest on the monetary loan
from the Bank of Israel to commercial banks. From February, however, in contrast to
its past policy, the central bank refrained as far as possible from intervening in the
foreignexchange market. The extentofmonetary restraint attained through this policy
differed markedly in the two halvesof the year. As a resultofconstantly rising inlfation
expectations from the fourth quarter of 1995 (see below), expected effective real
interest on the monetary loan2 declined steadily from 4.7 percent in November 1995
to about 2 percent in May 1996 (Figure 3.2). It was not until July, in the wakeof three
successive interestrate hikesat the endofApril, May, and June and a fall in inlfation
expectations, that annual real interest rose to about 6 percent. Thus, average expected
real interest in the first half of the year was a whole percentage point below that in the
second half of 1995, and more than two percentage points lower than that prevailing
in the second half of 1996. The change in real ex post interest from the ifrst half of the
year to the second, as perceived by economic agents, was far more pronounced, due
to the change in the inlfation rate between the periods. The average effective real
interest on the Bank of Israel auctions in JanuaryJune (the average of the monthly
nominal interest rates minus the actual rateofinlfation in that period) was 8 percentage
points lower than in JulyDecember.
The money supply is the monetary aggregate which generally matches the annual

rate of pirce rises most closely (with appropriate lags). For example, part of the
acceleration of pirce increases in 1994 may be attributed to the expansion of the
money supply in 1993, and the contractionof the aggregates in 1994 helped to reduce
inlfation in 1995. The money supply grew by an average 8 percent in 1995, a slow
rate which does not help to explain the overall rise in inlfation in 1996; changes in the
money supply in the course of 1995, however, may have affected pirce movements
during 1996.
Most research shows a statistically signiifcant correlation with a relatively short

lag between the exchange rate and price changes. The exchange rate mainly affects
prices of tradable goods and housing, the latter being closely linked in Israel in the
short term to the exchange rate against the dollar. In 1996 the exchange rate against
the currency basket continued to move within the crawling band, but the cessation in
February of the Bank of Israel's intervention in the market and the continued gap
between interest rates in Israel and abroad brought the rate of depreciation of the NIS
against the currency basket below the slope of the band, and kept it with wide

2 The effective nominal interest on Bank of Israel auctions, in annual terms, minus expected
inflation over the next 12 months as estimated from the capital market.

In July, after three
successive interestrate
hikes and a decline in
inflation expectations,
real interest rose to
6 percent a year.

For most of the year
the exchange rate
remained in the lower
part of the band.
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Figure 3.2
12month Inflation Expectations, Interest on Monetary Loan,
and Expected Real Interest, 199496

Expected real interest on monetary auction

Expected real interest on oneyear Treasury bills

1994 1995 1996
.Theestimate of gross expectations assumes full tax exemption for investors in indexed bonds
Source: Bank of Israel.

In the middle of the
year inflation expec
tations rose to more

than 14 percent a year.

fluctuationsin the lower part of the band for most of the year. Over the year as a

whole the NIS depreciated by an average 3.5 percent against the currency basket, and
5.9 percent against the dollar. Average depreciation during the year followed the same
pattern as did overall price rises: in JanuaryJune there was 4.9 percent depreciation
)annual rate) against the currency basket, 3 percentage points above the rates in the
second half ofboth 1995 and 1996. The average exchange rate against the dollar was
even more volatile: in the first half of 1996 it rose by 7 percentage points more than in
JulyDecember 1995 and 1996. Thus, changes in the exchange rate during the year
were apparently closely correlated with the movement of prices in general, and of
housing in particular.

Inlfation expectations

Changes in estimated yearly inflation expectations derived from the capital market,
expected real interest, and marginal interest on the monetary loan in 199496 are
shown in Figure 3.2.3 Despite relatively low inflation in 1995, inflation expectations
)assuming tax exemption) in AugustDecember 1995 and JanuaryMarch 1996

3 For a review and analysis of inflation expectations in 199195, see the 1995 Annual
Report.
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persisted at an annual level of 10.511.5 percent;,in April and May 1996 they soared,
reaching more than 14 percent at the end ofMay, i.e., more than 4 percentage points
above the upper limit of the inflation target. It is difficult to pinpoint one main cause
for these strong surges in expectations: they may have been affected to some extent
by increased expectations of depreciation with the approaching elections as part
of an overall economic policy, and by the rise in actual inflation in the last quarter of
1995 and JanuaryFebruary 1996 (research has shown that inflation expectations are
significantly affected by past inflation).

The irse in expectations and the failure to respond with the appropirate fiscal restraint
compelled the Bank ofIsrael to intensify monetary restraint so as to reduce the deviation
of expectations from the inflation target. Three times, at the end ofApirl, May, and
June, the interest rate was raised, by a total of 3 percentage points. Following these
hikes, and in view of the lack of a comprehensive economic policy immediately after
the election, the public revised its assessments regarding the paths it expected the
exchange rate and inflation to follow. The exchange rate started sliding again towards
the bottom of the band, and inflation expectations dived by about 4 percentage points.4
After stabilizing, and even a small upward movement in August and September, a
new downward trend in expectations started in October, and in December, for the
first time in 1996, they were within the target inflation range.
The success of monetary policy in reversing the trend of inflation expectations in

1996 is reminiscent of events in November 1994. Then, too, three successive sharp
hikes in interest led to a reversal of the persistent upward trend in expectations. Both
of these instances are exceptional: in the last few years there has been a positive
correlation between interest and inflation expectations (although it is difficult to adjust
for the possible effectsof other factors), and expectations have been based mainly on
past inflation. The timingof trend changes in the past does not unequivocally indicate
an inverse correlation between changes in interest and in expectations. Thus, the success
of monetary policy in reducing inflation expectations in 1996, too, may derive from
the intensity and persistence with which it wasappliedthree.successive steep
increases in interest signalinga determination toreduceinflation significantly.

Following three
successive increases in
interest, inflation
expectations started
falling in July, and in
December came within
the target range.

4 The decline in inflation expectations from June was actually less than would be obtained
from the usual comparison of yields on Treasury bills with those on indexed bonds. This
would have been the case if the heavy selling of indexed bonds by the provident funds in this
period (arising from largescale withdrawals from them) and the resulting sharp decline in the
prices of these bonds, reduced the inflationrisk premium normally required for Treasury bill
yields. In this event, estimated inflation, calculated on the assumption of a constant risk
premium, is biased upwards by the extent of the change in the risk premium.
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Cost variables

The nominal wage rose
by 12 percent in 1996.

Wages
Unit labor costs serve as an overall indicator of wagecost pressures in the business
sector; in 1996 they rose by 1 .3 percent in real terms, the same as in 1995. The average
wage per employee post rose by 12.7 percent in the business sector, and by 13.1
percent in the public sector, compared with 10.7 and 16.2 percent respectively in
1995. Adjusted for the rise in the CPI, the average real wage increased by 1.4 percent
1.3 percent in the business sector and 1.6 percent in the public sector.
Wages do not appear to have been amajor factor in the rise in inflation in 1996, but

no significant reduction in it can be expected without considerable wage restraint in
the public sector, where large increases were awarded to employees in the civil service
and education (16 percent and 14.5 percent respectively(.

Localcurrency prices
of imported raw

materials went up
by only 2.4 percent.

Other costs
Localcurrency pricesof imported raw materials (excluding fuel and diamonds) rose by
an average ofonly 2.4 percent, compared with increasesof between 8.5 and 11 percent in
199395 (Figure 3.3). Fuel prices, on the other hand, went up by about 19 percent, after
irsing by 10.8 percent in 1995 and by very small amounts in 1993 and 1994.
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Figure 3.3
Changes in Production Costs, 199296a

Interest on nondirected localcurrency credit

Price increases of imported raw materialsbc
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1992 1993 1994
aln annual terms.
b Rate of change of moving average of four quarters.
c Excluding fuel and diamonds.
SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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The average rate of interest on nondirected localcurrency credit rose by half
a percentage point to 20.7 percent, after a jump of almost 3 percentage points
from 1994 to 1995. It appears, however, that in 1996, as in 1995, the actual cost
of business financing was lower, due to the growth of shortterm credit in or
indexed to foreign currency.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRICES

The price indices of five of the ten groups of items in the CPI rose by more in 1996
than they had in 1995, most marked being health services, food, and transport and
communications . The miscellaneous item, whose weight in the index is low, was the
only one to show a significant slowdown. Fruit and vegetable prices did not seriously c

affect overall inflation in 1996, rising moderately due to favorable weather.

Housing
The index of housing prices went up by 13.2 percent in 1996, 0.4 percentage points
less than in 1995. There was a more pronounced slowdown in prices ofowneroccupied
apartments, which increased by 13.6 percent in 1996, compared with 14.9 percent in
1995 (Figure 3.4), but this was almost completely offset by the relatively steep rise in
rent1 1.8 percent, compared with 7.4 percent in 1995. Relative to the CPI excluding
housing, housing prices increased by only 3.1 percent in 1996, compared with a real
rise of 6.7 percent in 1995, whereas prices of owneroccupied apartments rose in real
terms by only 2.7 percent. The survey of prices of owneroccupied apartments, based
on pirces appeairng in sales contracts used for land purchase tax purposes, shows that
the slowdown in their rateof increase was even more notablea irse 0f9.8 percent in
1996, down from 17.1 percent in 1995.
There were signs that prices of owneroccupied apartments were rising more

moderately at the beginning of the year, but due to vairous measurement problems
the slowdown was not reflected in their pirce index duirng the first half of the year,
and this rose at an annual 23 percent, almost twice as fast as in 1995. The index did
not take into account the valueof gifts and easy finance terms received by purchasers
of new apartments in JanuaryJune 1996. Only in the second half of the year, when
contractors began to lower the pirces of new apartments, and prices of secondhand
apartments started responding to the slower rate of depreciation of the NIS against
the dollar, did the indexof housing pirces begin to reflect the actual slowdown. In the
fourth quarter of the year a nominal drop of 1.6 percent in pirces of owneroccupied
apartments was recorded, so that the irse in this index in JulyDecember amounted to
only 1.6 percent.

Prices accelerated in
health services, food,
and transport and
communications.

Housing prices in
creased by 13.2
percent during the year,
and by 3.1 percent in
real terms.
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Figure 3.4
Housing Prices, 199096a
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SOURCE: Based on Central Bureau of Statistics data.
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There was no
significant excess

demand for housing.

The relatively slow increase in prices of owneroccupied apartments over and
beyond the rise in the CPI indicates that in 1996, for the first time in a very long
period, there was no significant excess demand in the housing market. Data on
building starts and completions also support this contention: total building starts
53,000 were above the estimated growth in housing demand50,000
annually and completions, at 49,000, were close to this estimate. The level of
land sales for housing continued at the previous year's low level (36,640 housing
units in 1996, 36,500 in 1995).
The rise in building costs moderated in 1996: the real wage per employee post in

construction fell by 0.4 percent, possibly due to the large increase in the number of
foreign workers. Prices of total construction inputs (including wage costs) rose by
only 8.1 percent, compared with 8.9 percent in 1995.
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